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It was a bogey on fifteen, a hole I had once aced and probably the last one
I would ever play. I told Jeffrey Stanwood to take the golf-cart with Jack Leslie and finish the last three holes while I walked back the short distance to the
clubhouse.
A pain I had felt coming on had finally caught up; within a day I was in
a Portland hospital for a series of tests. At all events, this situation has finished
my painting and so I have fallen back on completing this somewhat unbelievable
autobiographical story: writing, tape recording and dictating. It began a year or so
ago, but now, without a doubt, the work will be finished by Jean Cole and others
helping me coordinate the fairly endless data of eighty eventful years.
I have been talking into tape recorders forever, first to Virginia Wright of
the Bath-Brunswick Times-Record, and now to Jean. Since I tend to ramble
endlessly, it has been their job to synchronize the nearly 81 years my guardian
angel has permitted me to blunder through a most varied and exciting life. As the
title suggests, she was definitely overworked. Over the years, she had to protect
me from the consequences of the blunders I seemed to manufacture in profusion,
starting with the boyhood holocaust I caused by filling a cigarette lighter from
a gasoline pump recently installed in my grandmother’s garage. I struck a few
sparks from the lighter’s wheel and before I knew it fire engines from the Royal
Engine House a block away were passing me as I walked along the driveway.
So be it. More to come.
As a bonus, I will throw in the interesting growth of a small-town minister’s
family – a family that managed to capitalize on the many talents of my grandfather, the Reverend Stephen Morgan Smith, who lost his voice and was unable to
continue in the pulpit of the First Moravian Church of York, Pennsylvania.
Stephen Etnier
Harpswell
1984
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will begin with my grandfather, David Etnier, on my father’s side of the
family; born in Mount Union, Pennsylvania on May 25, 1835, he died February 23, 1892. My grandmother, Jennie Hannah Etnier was born in 1834
and died in 1878. They were the parents of my father, Carey E. Etnier, born
in 1871, who was raised with three brothers and two sisters by an uncle, John
Morrison and his wife Mary, when David decided to leave for California to seek
his fortune. John Morrison, born in 1837, died in 1890, and Mary Morrison, his
wife, born March 17, 1832, died on April 11, 1903, were fine Methodist people of
modest means. Carey was raised to be prudent and rather conservative. He was
forever grateful to the Morrisons for all they had done for him and throughout
his life returned to Mount Union to visit relatives and renew old friendships.
The Morrisons were in the paper business
(Morrison, Bare & Cass) in Tyrone, Pennsylvania and later sold out by exchanging their stock
with West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company.
That accounts for whatever prosperity existed in
the Etnier family in this early period. The West
Virginia stock is still held in the family as of
1984, and has multiplied considerably.
My grandmother on my mother’s side was
a Fahs, of Pennsylvania Dutch origin. Her husband, Stephen Smith, came from Winston-Salem, North Carolina to serve as minister in the
First Moravian Church in York, Pennsylvania,
where he evidently met my grandmother. They
had three sons and three daughters. The sons
were Fahs, Elmer, and Beauchamp; the daughters
were my mother, Susan, my Aunt Purdon (who
married a dapper dentist from Butte, Montana
by the name of Hall) and my Aunt Mary who
later became a McArthur.
It was the Reverend Stephen Morgan Smith
who started things going for the Smiths. He continued preaching in the First Moravian Church
for years, but suddenly and for some unknown
reason, he lost his voice. As a substitute vocation
he began producing inventions, one of which
~ 1 ~

914 West Market Street was near the edge of
town in what would now be called a residential section. Some houses were older and more attractive
than the newer ones such as the granite and brownstone edifice put up by the Helb brewing family,
or Congressman Lafean’s amazing monument to his
political success. Almost directly opposite my grandmother’s was an old filigreed wooden house painted
a faded yellow, and owned by Mr. Weist of Weist’s
Department Store. Few were of consequence, but
unlike most of the town, each home had a sizeable
lawn and trees in abundance, whereas York itself
seemed to have been patterned after Baltimore streets,
where endless rows of contiguous brick houses were
the rule. The sidewalks were wide and excellent for
roller-skating. Unfortunately, the unpaved streets
were all a very dark, gritty clay, heavily rutted by
carriages. Flocks of English sparrows seemed always
to be examining the horse dung; rising and fallingto once more after every disturbance.
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The Williams, who owned a local candy factory, lived next door to the left.
Their son, George, was just enough older to be a constant threat to me. He enjoyed stuffing Tootsie Rolls in my mouth and forced me to speak “hog Latin” as
he straddled me on the lawn. His family owned a white Stanley Steamer, reputedly able to do one-hundred miles an hour. It was the showpiece of our block.
On the other side, a Mr. Gross had a row of beehives and got himself up in a most
fascinating outfit of black mosquito netting to tend them. One day when he was
away, his laundress’s red-haired daughter managed a quick pee for our edification while we stared in fascination at a faint saffron stream meandering across the
sunlit porch. This was our first realization that
girls were built differently than boys.
My father, after asserting a bit of independence, managed to have my grandmother’s stable
converted into a garage about 1905. This was
quite a feat. My grandmother, to me at least, not
only looked like, but comported herself quite
similarly to Queen Victoria, and was almost as
formidable. But the conversion was made, and
was the beginning of a love affair with automobiles that my father never got over. Our first car
was an Oldsmobile and I still have the photograph which finds me standing on the seat by its
~ 3 ~

steering wheel, aged about two, and
wearing a long white chemise of uncertain design.
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As the automobile became more
commonplace our generation’s interest increased and it became a matter of
pride to recognize the various makes:
Ford, Maxwell, Oldsmobile, Buick,
Reo, Pierce Arrow, Packard and the
rest. On balmy summer evenings we would go for spins out to the Gettysburg
pike to the Five-Mile House or the Ten-Mile House, returning with veils f lying
and a dust cloud following in our wake. Occasionally we would stop at a friend’s
farm in the cool of the evening, sit on their porch, chat and sip lemonade.
My uncles, Elmer and Fahs, were slow to take up motoring, and my Uncle
Elmer had good reason. One foggy Sunday morning while driving his family
home from the Moravian church, he collided head on with a street car at the top
of the South George Street hill, killing his oldest son, Morgan. From that time
on he used a chauffeur. His brother Fahs, generally considered more sporting and
usually more mobile, stuck with a chauffeur most of the time and especially on
Sunday when he dazzled the town by wearing a silk hat to church, a rite unique
in York.
I was just three years old when my sister appeared. There was no announcement, no preparation, she just appeared. Virginia Beauchamp,
born July 21, 1906, was a very pretty child with
large brown eyes and dark brown hair much
like my father’s. My coloring is more like my
mother’s: brown hair and blue eyes. When Virginia reached a proper age we became quite good
friends, but as in most families, younger sisters,
to a small boy, should just be left alone.
My father was brought up as a strict Methodist, as I have mentioned, which was no help. Nor
was the fact that he had married into a family
which, to some extent, controlled the purse strings. Since my mother decided
the Vassar education she received was superior, she dictated the family’s direction
in matters of taste and child-rearing. Father was restrained but had a quiet sense
of humor. He was very considerate of older people and enjoyed their company
on the grounds that he could learn more from them. He took up golf late in life
which he enjoyed immensely. I was told that he and a dairy farmer friend frequently played for “a cow a hole.”
~ 4 ~
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and discovered that I had a total of $25. The
Yalies continued ordering champagne, which
seemed to meet the approval of Miss Fontaine,
and as the evening progressed so did the champagne – one bottle after the other. I knew I was
in for it. I didn’t dare leave the Yalies and Miss
Fontaine, and I assumed a disastrous conclusion for the evening. However, about six in the
morning, just as it was getting light, we all got
into a taxi and headed for Kew Gardens, Long
Island. Miss Fontaine had an apartment there,
and on the way she explained that she wanted to
show us her baby. She and the baby had recently
attained a certain celebrity. A lawsuit had been
entered against Cornelius Vanderbilt (“Sonny”)
Whitney II, claiming parenthood on his part, which was a puzzle because Miss
Fontaine had publicly called him a “mental puppet” with no character. I suppose
she needed the financial support.
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However we arrived at Kew Gardens, inspected the baby and returned to the
city. The Yalies not only paid for the taxi ride, but covered the entire tab at “The
Tent.” I was so relieved at that point that I was no longer concerned that they had
insinuated themselves into what I thought was ‘my evening’ with Miss Fontaine.
I was scarcely one of her intimates, after all.

from a diary, ca. 1925
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n June, immediately after I had completed the College Boards, I picked
up my ‘17 Packard roadster and left for Maine. I took the route that would
pass the St. Paul’s School in Concord, New Hampshire where, inexplicably,
Mother had arranged a conference on the Episcopal ministry. As far as she
was concerned, I must have seemed a hopeless case, showing no aptitude for
anything and, barring a miracle, unlikely to have a college accept me for the fall
term. There was, she thought, a remote possibility that her father, having been a
minister, might have passed on some of his attributes, and perhaps I would follow in his footsteps. But when I entered the admissions office where I was to be
interviewed, I found a young man waiting who was desperately anxious to be
accepted to the school. There was no room at the inn, so to speak. I was not all
that sure I possessed the aptitude for the ministry, so I magnanimously stepped
aside to offer him my place, which he was very anxious to accept. I departed for
Boston with some slight guilt.
I spent a few days with Chick Austin, a few nights at the Old Howard Theater and attended one wild party before I left for South Harpswell to settle in for
the summer.
Until now I had done most of my sailing in a f limsy lobster boat that had
a centerboard with a rock for ballast, which had to be moved according to the
velocity and direction of the wind. Mother was of the mind that one bought a
sailboat and then just went sailing, with no particular skill involved. When I first
tried, I raised the sail and it just f lapped. There was much trial and error after
that, but I finally figured out a system to get the boat moving away from the dock
towards the center of the cove. I couldn’t get the boat to behave. It took some
time, about three summers, before I mastered the art of tacking and getting out
of Ash Cove.
My cousin Chick had received a beautiful sailing boat, a sloop named Whisper; bought for him the summer
before, after his graduation from
Harvard. Chick hadn’t taken
to the sea at all and had put the
boat up for sale. Without any
prodding, Mother had taken it
off his hands and given it to me
for my use. This was an unbelievable thrill. The difference
between this 31-foot “I” class
Whisper
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ever learn to navigate offshore, and the fact that I set
out from one point and got to
another 100 miles away by my
method, made me feel pretty
damned smart.
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Portland

York

One of the things I hadn’t
reckoned on was that the Morgana had a draft of 10'4'' and often the channels of the Inland
Waterway were only 12', so we
experienced frequent shoaling. The navigation was hard
work, even under power, but I never failed to experience that snug feeling when
the anchor is set for the night. You have a drink, dinner, and then get into a
nice warm bunk: all sort of back-to-the-womb. Cruising long distances is quite
different from day-sailing and has appealed to me all my life, except for a few
years after the Navy stint. There’s nothing quite so exciting as hearing the water
rush past the hull, whether under sail or with power. The sound is soothing and
stimulating at the same time.
Charleston

Bermuda

We had scheduled our next mooring for Atlantic City. It had been a clear day
and the evening was still gentle when we entered the channel. We were carefully
following the buoys and markings close by Atlantic City when suddenly, we felt
that adrenaline-producing bump… we had struck bottom. Damn! The clutch
stuck and the motor wasn’t working properly. We thought about what sort of
damage might have taken place out of sight, below the water line. The sails were
taken in and I got out the burl-walnut-handled Very f lare pistol and shot off the
distress signal.
Nothing happened. It was a perfectly clear night, quite calm. I was sure everyone could see our signals. We could see people all about, and as a matter of
fact some had begun lining up on shore, I’m sure to watch us go down. No one
made a move toward us.
We shot off another series of f lares. Considering that we were so close to Atlantic City, it took an unusually long time for anyone to come to our assistance.
But eventually a small, thirty-five-foot Coast Guard boat pulled up alongside.
The Morgana was about a mile off Heinz Pier, listing to one side, unable to
move. As the Coast Guard boat approached someone on board asked, “What’s
the trouble?”
We explained that we had hit a shoal and were stuck on the bottom. This
caused them to mumble amongst themselves, at first appearing reluctant to do
much of anything for us. I mentioned that I was concerned about possible damage
~ 100 ~
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he following summer
we returned to our restoration project at Gilbert Head and worked
long, hard hours in an attempt
to get the house in livable condition. Ellison, that indispensable individual who I think I
knew as well as a brother from
all the sailing we had done together over the years, came to work for me there.
As I have mentioned, he was the son of a fisherman
from Harpswell, and he had first-hand knowledge
of the fickleness of the elements; a true boatman
and jack-of-all trades. He worked with me building
the dock, along with all the other projects going
on at the same time. He was our private mailman
and made the daily trip to the Popham post office
which, entailed, that first year, rowing back and
forth across the channel. This proved to be a tricky
and difficult business at times, especially when the
weather or the tides refused to cooperate with our
plans. In time we found a dory with an outboard
motor on the back, which was then used for hauling coal and for our transportation to and from the island.
Ellison first came into my life in Harpswell, where he had worked for Mr.
Spaulding until my mother won him away to do chores and errands for her, like
pumping water, cutting grass and hauling garbage. When I got my first sailboat
of any consequence, Ellison was the one I counted on during that first experimental cruise. He accompanied me on a number of bootlegging trips that meant
the difference between a fair or failed spring drinking season, and he was the
individual who very capably cared for the boats on our frequent cruises. If the
weather had been particularly bad while on a cruise, causing bone-weary tiredness from the battle to stay af loat (or from trying to navigate, which for me was
a tiring job), Ellison was the sort of fellow who would neglect to call me when
it was my turn to go on watch, so I could get more rest. Very few people would
do that sort of thing as a generous gesture, yet he did it automatically. He was a
very kind man.
~ 108 ~
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and had been donated for conversion to Navy service: a patriotic
gesture to be sure. The refitting
was under way at Sturgeon Bay,
Wisconsin. Betsey gathered up the
children, I collected the bags, and
we all moved to a pleasant house
on the waterway in Sturgeon Bay,
arriving the latter part of June.
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Once we settled in, I went
to the Navy yard to get my bearings and to take a look at the ship
that was to be my responsibility.
Along with the Mizpah, several
other yachts and Navy ships were
undergoing conversion or in for
repair; destined to be used for patrolling harbors or for escort duty. The Mizpah was out of the water in dry dock,
and I was astounded. It was a huge ship, quite a formidable 185 feet long, and
would require a crew of 65. The largest ship I had ever captained was the 70-foot
Morgana, with a crew of two at most. I was terrified. This was a good distance
from the Maine coast to be sure, and I didn’t know quite what I was going to do
about it.
The reconstruction dragged on drearily all summer but there was nothing
much for me, or for the large group of Navy personnel who were overseeing the
rebuilding of the vessels, to do.
We all met at a local bar after the workday, but this became a tiresome way
to spend time, and was even worse when summer was over and Betsey returned
to New York. I was left alone in Michigan and because of the lack of anyone at
home to return to, I began spending after-work hours with one of the girls from
the Navy office. It was nothing serious, just a bit of a diversion to help ease the
loneliness. The juke box at the bar was forever playing a new record that had become popular, Bing Crosby’s version of “White Christmas,” which
didn’t help matters at all.
The USS Mizpah commissioning ceremonies finally took place
on a windy, cold, almost snowy
day in November. The weather
couldn’t have been more dreary.
By the usual Navy standards, this
~ 136 ~
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I ignored outright. She thought
the fireplace was set too far in a
corner, for one thing, which was
true, and then she pointed out,
“Nowadays, radiant heat is used
in modern houses such as yours.
You might look into having radiant heat installed. I’ve read
about it in some of my magazines and people say it’s most
comfortable.”
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That intrigued me. I did a
bit of investigation and found
that the Ford Motor Company in
Brunswick had just installed radiant heat in their new dealership,
which had been designed by a
Portland architect; Jim Saunders.
I consulted Jim about my plans,
and after accompanying me to
Ash Cove to look them over, he
offered suggestions and advice. I
told him about a tiling design for
the f loor that appealed to me. It
had occurred to me while Jane
and I were visiting Cuba, where
most of the f loors were tiled or
of concrete and left bare. I also
liked what Matisse had done in
his design for the chapel at Vincennes; a f loor of black and white
squares, so combining the two
ideas presented a few problems that Jim and I worked out together. I altered the
colored and somewhat irregular blocks of tile Matisse used to become large, fourfoot-square concrete blocks that resembled oversized tiles. Each square was of a
different value of grey; one on the bluish side, the next on the green, and it was,
overall, a pleasing effect. Tubing was run through the concrete for the hot water
heating system, the details of which were taken care of by Jim and his engineers.
He changed some other details in my plans too, like turning the house around so
that the living room faced south. Jim designed a slanting window that contained
a huge windowseat, on the north side of the living room, that won me over completely. Of course that slanting window has been leaking for thirty years, but I
like it well enough to make repairs when necessary.
~ 165 ~
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he next few days could
generously be described as
a walking nightmare. I was
unable to conceive a reasonable explanation for Jane’s decision to terminate her life. I reasoned
that a fairly ordinary disagreement
between a husband and wife about
clearing a few dishes was not sufficient cause for that sort of reaction. Jane was only 24 years old. I had known her
for almost three years, but our short time together hadn’t prepared me for such a
tragic conclusion. My need to grieve was complicated, however, by the need to
defend myself. The police were also reluctant to accept that this young woman,
who had just married a comparatively prosperous painter and had just moved into
a new home, would then choose to commit suicide. Since there was no apparent
motive, it appeared that I was to become their major suspect. The friends who
had been dinner guests on that fateful night were questioned just as I had been,
but I was also asked to take a lie detector test, a request that caused rumors to
spread throughout the tiny Harpswell community. Some of the good folks were
most likely convinced I had done away with my wife, a deed I was incapable of
performing.
It took many hours and days of questioning but
the police finally concluded that I was telling the
truth and the outcome was an official ruling of suicide. I was left alone then, to try to come to grips
with the situation on my own. Here is where Jack
Wooley proved to be a friend. He would come by at
odd times to have dinner, to help prepare dinner, or
just to listen to music and let me know he was there
if needed. But talking about the situation was just
spinning my wheels. I felt that if I had an inkling of
the cause of Jane’s behavior, I might have been able
to circumvent the tragedy.
I recalled her correspondence with her friend,
Dr. Leake, the Texas psychiatrist. I wrote to ask if he might be able to shed some
light on what happened. He wrote a sympathetic letter in reply and included a
letter Jane had written to him during the winter we lived at Ash Cove. It read:
~ 168 ~
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visiting Stowe House patrons might have the opportunity to see God’s own real
ocean, with a bit of time to tour the town on foot so that a little more cash would
be left in the shops. His formula for filling the rooms and attracting patrons to the
restaurant have been working over the years and I’m delighted the Stowe House
is still alive and thriving.
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In the long run I didn’t lose much money but it was a worrisome ten years. I
decided to steer clear of sure-fire moneymakers of that sort in future. Instead, I
parted with a portion of my bank account in another manner; I took up boating
once more.
My new involvement with
the sea, an involvement that
had remained pretty well in the
background since my tour with
the Navy, was renewed when I
received word that an aunt, my
father’s sister Katy, had died and
left me some money in her will,
a sum of about $25,000. I used
this windfall to purchase a 25Katydid
foot power boat that we named
the Katydid. During the earlier days, those of us who were devoted to sailing had
adopted a rather snobbish attitude towards power boats, referring to the mechanized monsters as “stinkpots” as they roared by our sleek, wind-powered sail
boats. So it was a big step to have broken with sail. It seemed the only sensible
alternative since I had become impatient with having to rely on the temperament
of the wind to carry us to our destination.
Though it was a fine boat,
the Katydid lasted us just a year,
and was then traded for a larger,
faster boat. The new one, a 40foot Pacemaker built by C.P.
Leek and Sons of New Jersey,
was named the Jonda, a combination of our sons’ names,
John and David. From then on
the boys were our companions
Jonda
on many trips along the Maine
coast. The boat slept six comfortably, two in the main cabin, two in the cockpit
and two in the enclosed bridge, with perhaps some extra room forward, which
enabled to us invite friends and relatives on our journeys. The boys were good
travelers and enjoyed snuggling in their bunks overnight, but often the temptation of climbing into our bunks in the main cabin during the early morning
~ 190 ~
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er-in-law, Bob Solotaire, and I
have talked endlessly about each
other’s work. He has offered
some good ideas and I think I
may have helped him some too.
Comparing notes on methods,
or sales, or reviews with others
in the art community helps to
keep yourself stimulated and reassured that one’s occupation is
worthwhile.
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Just as stocks and bonds,
refrigerators and appliances, or
writing novels are important
to those involved with them,
painting was my life work. Sales
were also a part of the plan; a
yardstick to measure approval,
so along with the Milch Gallery’s one-man shows in New
David Etnier photo
York, I was contributing to other group and invitational exhibitions and one-man shows: the only way to keep
one’s work in the public eye. Some of the shows I was involved with in Maine
included a show at the Walker Art Museum at Bowdoin College (in conjunction
with Chippy Chase’s bird sculptures); shows at Bates College’s Treat Museum,
the Bath Library Art Show; the Portland Museum of Art; the Temple Beth El
Art Festival in Portland; the annual art show at Harpswell’s Centennial Hall;
the Wiscasset Art Museum; the Ogunquit Museum and the Frost Gully Gallery
in Portland. My works were shown in Pennsylvania at the Historical Society of
York, and York Junior College: a show at Herb Lee’s Collectors Gallery in York
sold seventeen paintings the first afternoon, a pleasant and gratifying endeavor
for both of us.
The Maine State Art Festival usually included one or two paintings and,
though I had vowed never to do it again, another retrospective was put together,
this time at the Bristol Art Gallery in Bristol, Rhode Island. People weren’t
breaking down the doors but the show turned out to be some fun. Brownie and
I sailed aboard the Timberfish to Bristol for the show opening so the fun of the
trip countered the disappointment of lackluster attendance. I was asked one more
time by a museum director, later, to put myself through this masochistic procedure but I declined the honor. The vow to “never again” has since been adhered
to.
~ 195 ~
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he Sixties and Seventies – troubled years when
our society was stretched to
the breaking point by assassinations, the Vietnam war, peace
marches and the Woodstock Nation.
Those years left an indelible imprint
on our lives. That we managed to survive is still a wonder. The boys were
searching for their identities, stretching their imaginations and the limits
placed on them by family and schools.
When they weren’t bickering with one
another, they dabbled with political activism, marched, joined sit-ins with their
red fist emblems and smoked pot with their classmates; and though I sympathized
to a certain extent with their anti-establishment pronouncements (remembering
my own disagreements with prohibition), the total effect was shocking. Their
long hair and sloppy clothes were beyond the pale, but what annoyed me as much
as the rest was their insistence on ignoring the simple courtesies, a constant bone
of contention. I had drummed into me in my youth that manners were the only
form of keeping a society civilized.
As the Seventies subsided and the turmoil settled, so did the young men who
had been my scruffy boys of the Sixties. Of late they have even been known to
go to places of some respectability to buy their clothes rather than random choosing from surplus stores or Salvation Army bins, and their manners have become
quite acceptable.
And though the years went by quickly they took their toll in other ways.
The obituary pages of newspapers began to mention names of some of my close
friends from the early days. John Carroll was one of them. He had been disappointed with the turn the art world had taken, but was reconciled to his place in
it. He died in 1959. Then Ellison Moody, my stalwart sailing companion, died in
February of 1960. I felt their deaths, less than six months apart, very keenly, and
I gave some thought to my own mortality and the direction the relentless tread
of fate would take me.

Then in 1966, along with the demise of Harold Milch and the closing of the
Milch Galleries, I received word from California that Lucius Beebe had died. So
the Sixties, anyway you look at them, gave us some bad times.
< Tom Jones, ca. 1978
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or the past few
months I’ve been
making an attempt
to reduce the chaos
of personal records, letters, and memorabilia, so
those who come along later
will be able to discern the
form my life has taken. I
was interviewed by Robert
Brown for the Archives of
American Art in February
Robert Solotaire photo
of 1973 and having come
across those typewritten pages, I re–read some of it and found that I’d covered a
lot of ground. A statement at the close of the interview read, “I sort of feel it’s the
end of the line. And your presence here helps me to confirm this.”
That was ten years ago and here I am saying it all over again. My friends
have been trying to convince me to get back to work but there is absolutely no
motivation and less energy. What’s the point in continuing when there’s nobody
to bring the partridge home to?
This depression will no doubt pass. The lady I saw last night assured me it’s
all right to take a little time, but I feel it’s demeaning and rather a weakling’s reaction to a stressful situation. Many others urged me to go away for the winter,
to do something other than hang around the house depressing myself further. I
discussed all this with Manu Chatterjee and he, too, advised me to take some
time away. But if the spirit does move me to work and I feel I can concentrate for
more than a half hour at a time it would certainly be more convenient to be here
where the studio is set up and waiting.
I suggested Manu that he accompany me to Bermuda in November for some
golf and this seemed to meet with his approval.
Evidently, word has been circulating that I’m not in the best of health. It
seems to have activated friends and acquaintances’ sympathy-button, with the
result that they feel compelled to jump in their car and arrive at the house, more
often than not at the time I feel least able to mount the social graces needed to
properly entertain them. It’s quite draining and I would much prefer discussing
my state of health over the telephone. I wouldn’t be required to expose myself
~ 212 ~
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That could be one of the reasons my wife left me, perhaps not, but at any rate
I think that now I have put it all down, I won’t have to tell the stories any more,
but will have to arrange for new ones to take their place. I’m not sure what may
happen next, but its sure to be something dramatic.
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Fort Popham 1981
collection of David Etnier
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Hot Sun, Haiti, 1936
Collection of John Etnier
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Harpswell, April 2009
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